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CrowdGame Trivially update brings more features for Custom Trivia Fun
Published on 02/12/13
CrowdGame today announces Trivially 2.3, an update to its popular real-time, multi-player
trivia game developed for iOS. Trivially turns your iPad into a portable game console for
up to 11 players, who interact in real-time with each other via the browser on their
mobile phone, PC, or Mac. It offers hundreds of built-in questions in the form of included
content packs in a variety of topics. Version 2.3 offers new features designed to make
Custom Trivia contests even more fun and competitive.
Seattle, Washington - CrowdGame today is thrilled to announce the release of a new version
of Trivially, the real-time, multi-player trivia game where each player can play on their
own mobile device or PC, against high-quality trivia built into the game or available for
purchase, or Custom Trivia Packs created by friends or colleagues. This new version,
Trivially 2.3, adds features designed to make Custom Trivia contests even more fun and
competitive:
* Name your Avatar! By popular demand, each remote player can now change the name of
his/her Avatar
* Progressive Scoring: The sooner you ring in with the correct answer, the more you'll
score
* Reset Usage Count: Useful when playing the same Custom Trivia contest repeatedly with
different audiences
* "Play All": Play all of the questions in your Custom Trivia Pack, beyond the 5, 10, or
20 question options previously offered
* "Finish Game": Finish an in-progress game whenever you'd like and skip to the
scoreboard, so you can see who won
* Support for more browsers for remote players: Safari, Chrome, Firefox, and IE10 on:
iOS, MacOS, Windows, and Ubuntu
CrowdGame has offered a multi-user trivia game for the iPad since July, 2011. Trivially
offers hundreds of built-in questions in the form of included content packs in a variety
of topics - sports, science, literature, history, and geography. Hundreds more questions
are available for instant in-app purchase, in more than a dozen additional content packs.
Trivially is unique in the Apple App Store... an expandable, customizable, multi-user
trivia game. Trivially is a great way to enjoy your Apple TV... AirPlay your game to your
big screen for party fun.
Device Requirements:
Trivially 2.3 requires an iPad. For multi-player mode, each player needs a browser
(Safari, Chrome, Firefox, or IE10) on a device or PC (iOS, MacOS, Windows, or Ubuntu), on
the same Wifi network as the iPad. Custom Contest feature requires an in-app purchase.
Pricing and Availability:
Trivially 2.3 is Free and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the
Games category.
Trivially 2.3:
http://crowdgame.com
Download From iTunes:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/crowdgame-trivially-interactive/id477571106
Screenshot:
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http://a1152.phobos.apple.com/us/r1000/083/Purple/v4/5f/81/4f/5f814f5f-00d7-dc41-e779-a679
3e7c226c/mzl.wfahooiz.480x480-75.jpg
App Icon:
http://a2.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/070/Purple/v4/8a/36/58/8a36581c-5c97-9e63-2deebb99b22b3b2b/mzm.abrsctpd.175x175-75.jpg
Press Kit (zip):
http://crowdgame.com/trivially/press/Trivially-2-3-Press-Pack.zip

Located in Seattle, Washington, CrowdGame Trivially is a product of Hyperbotic Labs,
founded in 2010. All Material and Software (C) 2013 Hyperbotic Labs / All Rights Reserved.
Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in
the U.S. and/or other countries.
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